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Abstract – Too often chestnut wood (Castanea sativaMill.) becomes economically uninteresting because of the high risk of ring shake
to which this species is prone. For more than twenty years chestnut ring shake has been the subject of studies undertaken in an effort to
understand its underlying causes and mechanisms. Since not all aspects of the phenomenon have been sufficiently studied at the present
time, ring shake has not yet been completely elucidated. However, it is possible to outline a general framework of the phenomenon and
advance preliminary ideas on the causes that contribute to the development of this type of fracture. This article summarises the current
state of knowledge, discusses the possible causes and proposes measures to reduce the risk of ring shake occurrence in chestnut.
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Résumé – La roulure du châtaignier (Castanea sativaMill.): connaissances actuelles.Trop souvent le bois de châtaignier (Castanea
sativaMill.) perd son intérêt économique à cause du haut risque de roulure qui affecte cette espèce. Depuis plus de vingt ans la roulure du
châtaignier fait l’objet de plusieurs études vouées à la compréhension des causes et des mécanismes qui conduisent à sa formation. À
l’état actuel tous les aspects n’ont pas été suffisamment étudiés pour que l’on puisse considérer la roulure comme un phénomène complè-
tement élucidé. Malgré cela, un cadre général du phénomène peut être esquissé et des premières réflexions sur les causes qui mènent à
l’apparition de ce type de fracture peuvent être avancées. Cet article résume l’état des connaissances acquises à ce jour, discute les causes
possibles et propose des mesures afin de diminuer le risque d’apparition de la roulure chez le châtaignier.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Chestnut (Castanea sativaMill.) is widespread in
about 15 Mediterranean and Central European countries
with a total cover of more than 2 million hectares [12].
Until the mid-20th century, chestnut was of fundamental
importance to the economy and to the subsistence of rural
populations. Then, with the decline of the rural economy
and the onset of diseases, the management of chestnut
forests ceased. However, chestnut timber possesses a
pleasant appearance, high durability and good mechani-
cal properties. Since it can be processed using modern
manufacturing or industrial techniques (laminated, ve-
neer, lumber, non-structural Glulam and solid wood pan-
els) suitable for such added-value sectors as furniture,
equipment and carpentry, it is one of the most versatile
and appreciated woods growing in Europe [12]. One of
the main problems to be taken into account is the risk of
ring shake, whose occurrence greatly reduces the value
of the timber assortment. In the worst case, the incidence
of ring shake is so high that only few logs of a stand can
be brought to the sawmill. With ring shake as the main
obstacle to the economical exploitation of chestnut
wood, today’s forest managers are not ready to invest in
chestnut forests. As a result chestnut wood, tends to be a
largely neglected natural renewable resource.

Ring shake is a widespread phenomenon affecting a
great number of species of both softwood and hardwood
and is found in trees grown in temperate and tropical cli-
mates. In general, however, it afflicts only a very small
proportion of trees. Irrespective of whether the cracks oc-
cur after felling or cross cutting, they are nearly always
radial cracks. Some species are more heavily prone to
ring shake occurrence (such as some species of the genus
Quercus, Juglans, Abies, Pseudotsuga, TsugaandEuca-
lyptus[19]), but chestnut is probably the most widely af-
fected species, since it is nearly impossible to find a
forest plot without any ring shaken log.

Research into ring shake is aimed at understanding the
factors that cause the fracture in order to evaluate new
preventive measures that will minimise the risk of occur-
rence. This would permit the reintroduction of a “driving
force” for chestnut forest management.

This review summarises the fragmentary acquired
knowledge currently available about ring shake in chest-
nut wood and discusses the causes of the phenomenon.
We also propose measures for decreasing the risk of ring
shake occurrence. In doing so we intend to open up new
discussions of the subject and provide a solid base of
knowledge for future investigations.

2. FUNDAMENTALS OF CHESTNUT RING
SHAKE

2.1. Definition

At the end of the 1980s Chanson [16] and Cielo [19]
published objective definitions of ring shake, distin-
guishing between a description of the phenomenon and
its causes. Discarding indications of the causes or the
process that lead to ring shake, since none of the several
suggested explanations was widely accepted, they sim-
ply defined ring shake by its appearance, i.e. a separation
in the tangential plane that occurs in the ligneous tissues
along the annual growth ring.

2.2. Where and when ring shake appears

Ring shake occurs mainly in stem wood. In some
cases it can also appear in the big branches of aged trees,
but this is quite rare. It usually does not occur in roots.
Opinions diverge on whether ring shake is already pres-
ent in standing trees, with several authors believing that it
might be at least partially present in living trees [19, 22].
Radial ultrasonic measurement of stems evidenced that
waves propagate more slowly in stems which displayed
ring shake immediately after felling [35]. This may be
due to a break in wave propagation caused by the frac-
ture. But other factors, such as a decrease in the radial
moduli of elasticity of trees prone to ring shake, could
also explain the slowing of wave propagation [51]. Con-
versely, other authors [18] believe ring shake to be found
immediately after felling results from the releasing of
growth stresses in the stem when the stem is crosscut. At
all events, new ring shake may occur after the cutting of
the tree either as a result of the logs being dried and sawn
or even as a result of the installation of wood products
[18]. After felling, two different trends of crack develop-
ment and propagation are observed on the logs, depend-
ing on the occurrence of ring shake displayed by the
freshly felled stem. If the stem displays some ring shake
after felling, the wood drying and wood heating process
tends to increase its size or number; conversely, if the
stem displays radial cracks rather than ring shake, logs
cut from it are inclined to form and extend radial cracks
[1, 10, 18, 19, 25]. In some cases newly formed radial
cracks may also change direction, going off a tangent to
generate new ring shake [51].
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2.3. Types and features of fractures

In his observations Chanson [17] distinguished two
types of ring shake: “traumatic” ring shake and the more
common “healthy” ring shake. By definition, “trau-
matic” ring shake is always related to visible anomalies
in the wood tissue, whereas with “healthy” ring shake,
splitting appears to be unrelated to any recognisable ana-
tomical perturbation. Two fracture features can be distin-
guished in traumatic ring shakes (figure 1): the first,
which we have called “overlay”, is characterised by scar
tissue superposed on dead cells without any connection
between them [16]. It is also possible for ring shake to
arise indirectly as a consequence of trauma. In this case a
process of compartmentalisation appears, leading to dis-
coloration and decay in the surrounding area [22], and
ring shake may occur in the wood tissue as a detachment
between the anomalous cells. We called this second fea-
ture “discoloured detachment”. The “healthy” type also
displays other fracture features, depending on the man-
ner in which the wood cells are separated (figure 1). A
first feature of observed ruptures is detachment in the
compound middle lamella layer between cells. This kind
of shake mainly develops at a ring boundary [61] and is
typical of ring shake caused by wood drying [58]. We

named this feature “detachment”. The second feature of
fractures that occur predominately in ring shake devel-
oped in fresh green wood immediately after the tree-fell-
ing consists of a crack that develops across the cell walls
of the earlywood vessels [58]. This latter feature was
called “crack” by virtue of evidence of a break in the
wood cell wall opposing it to the detachment feature,
where the material seems more to be “unglued”.

3. DISTRIBUTION AND INCIDENCE

3.1. In relationship to environmental
and anthropogenic factors

Several authors have investigated the relationship be-
tween environmental factors and ring shake. One of these
is Chang [15], who, in his general review of ring shake in
different species, pointed out that ring shake is not deter-
mined by a unique element, but it is rather the result of
several factors that act together. One of these factors
might be temperature, since it is hypothesised that frost
or sudden temperature change might open fractures in
wood. Observations on chestnut stands partly support
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Figure 1.Types and features of fractures viewed in cross section. (a) Overlay of new cells on dead tissues due to a physiological reaction
to wound on cambium after trauma. Appears on standing trees. (b) Discoloured detachment between cells at the ring boundary between
the earlywood zone of the annual ring and the latewood zone of the previous ring; develops as a consequence of compartmentalisation af-
ter trauma leading to discoloration and to local decay with detachment. May develop in standing trees. (c) Detachment between cells at
the ring boundary between the earlywood zone of the annual ring and the latewood of the previous one. Mainly characteristic of ring
shake that appears as the wood dry. (d) Crack across cell walls in the earlywood zone. Appears predominately in fresh green wood.



this hypothesis [41]. According to Chang, chestnuts
growing in cold zones seem to be more affected by ring
shake than those growing in temperate zones. This theory
is contested by results obtained by Boetto [10] and Cielo
[19], which showed that exposition and elevation have no
effect on ring shake intensity.

A further element thought to play a role in the ring
shake process is soil. In his study on ring shake in oak,
Lachaussée [48] reported that the problem occurs less
frequently in trees growing in fertile soils than in trees
growing in poor ones. Observations reported in other
studies on chestnut support this hypothesis, even though
the differences in the incidence of ring shake are only
slight [4, 41, 57].

In addition to environmental conditions, anthropogenic
factors have also been reported to be involved in the ring
shake process. In fact, although the defect is present in
every management system, be it coppice stand, high for-
est (plantation or natural) or orchards, it was observed
that the risk of ring shake in chestnuts growing in high
forests is minor [18, 22, 41]. In addition, a recent study
by Amorini et al. [4] revealed that in coppice stands a
positive relationship exists between a high silviculture
intensity and a lower risk of ring shake formation.

3.2. In the chestnut distribution area

As yet there has been no comprehensive study of ring
shake propagation across all areas in which chestnut is
grown, but many indicators of occurrence in mature
stands allow us to deduce that in the Mediterranean area
at least, ring shake occurs wherever chestnut grows. In-
vestigations in different areas of southern France give in-
dications of regional differences for both “traumatic”
(more frequent in Mediterranean regions) and “healthy”
ring shake (more abundant in Limousin then in Périgord,
for example) [57]. Fragmentary investigations conducted
principally in France and Italy support this belief
(table I), even if ring shake is quite rare in some localised
areas.

3.3. Among chestnut trees

Several authors have undertaken analyses in an effort
to identify tree characteristics that will enable us to dif-
ferentiate ring shaken trees from unshaken ones. In
general, it proved very difficult to identify such charac-
teristics for trees grown on the same stands: in practice
ring shake not only occurs both in trees that display an

equilibrated morphological structure and in trees that do
not [10, 17, 19], but also in dominant and dominated trees
[4, 10, 19, 54]. Likewise, bark morphology and chestnut
blight (Cryphonectria parasitica) do not seem have any
impact on fracture development [19]. However, a few au-
thors observed that old and/or big trees might be more in-
clined to develop ring shake [1, 10, 17, 19, 22, 41, 54].
Results from further investigations using the multivariate
analysis method bear out this trend [17, 25, 54].

Analysis of ring shake occurrence within a single cop-
pice stand indicates that the phenomenon is not randomly
distributed throughout the tree population, but is instead
concentrated over a number of stools. In particular it was
observed that the incidence of ring shake among all
shoots of the same stool tends to be the same [25, 54].
Considering the ring shake incidence of the standards
(shoots that stay for two rotation periods), this appears
somewhat remarkable. In fact Macchioni and Pividori
[54] observed in their study that all the standards dis-
played ring shake, even if all the other shoots in the same
stool did not. The authors also observed that ring shake in
standards mainly occurs near the annual rings, corre-
sponding to the years of the cut of the previous coppice
stand.

3.4. Within trunks

In general, it has been noticed that longitudinal ring
shake occurs mainly at the base of the stem [1, 4, 10,
17–19, 51], while radial ring shake (from the pith to the
bark) is distributed with unimodal frequency in the mid-
dle third of the radius [1, 10, 11, 25, 54]. It has been ob-
served that drying increases ring shake intensity and that
the new distribution is slightly shifted towards the bark
[25]. The defect appears to be randomly distributed with
respect to the cardinal points in the stem cross-section,
even in a stand situated on a slope [25]. It was observed
that the occurrence of ring shake is concentrated in a lim-
ited number of rings which are characterised by a narrow
radial current increment followed by larger rings, i.e. in
trees that have grown irregularly [4, 17, 22, 25, 54].

4. TOWARDS THE CAUSES

We can define the cause of a specific defect as the an-
tecedent event, condition, or characteristic that is neces-
sary for the defect to occur at the moment that it did [60].
The concept of causation is commonly characterised by
the assumption that there is a one-to-one relationship
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between the observed cause and the effect. But with ex-
perience and research into the process that causes ring
shake, we have been persuaded that ring shake results
from a complexity of factors that act in concert. If we
consider the formation of ring shake from a mechanical
point of view, the fracture appears in the wood when the
radial strength is weaker at a given time and in a given
place than the stress acting in that direction. From this
standpoint, strength and stress are the key players in the
development of a rupture. Thus, we can analyse the for-
mation of ring shake by focusing our attention on the
equilibrium between these two central factors.

4.1. Weak radial wood strength

Chestnut is widely known to be a very fissile wood. Its
strength perpendicular to the fibre is almost half that of
oak (table II) [12]. Many studies of the transversal me-
chanical strength of chestnut have shown that trunks with
ring shake display a lower average radial strength value
than those without ring shake [4, 20, 21, 32, 51–53, 63].
This kind of evidence, however, does not explain the en-
tire phenomenon. In fact the experiments carried out did
not establish any statistical value of performance to
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Table I. Incidence of ring shake observed in various studies.

Stand location Sample Surveying Method % ring shaken stem per plot per regionSource

on green wooda after dryingb

Languedoc– Roussillon (F) 94 shoots taken from
9 stands

Observations on two increment
cores

60
(from 17 to 90

depending on stand)

[51]

Bretagne (F) 480 shoots taken
from 24 stands

Observation at the base of the
logs

40
(from 5 to 100

depending on stand)

– [11]

Languedoc, Roussillon Limousin
and Perigord (F)

[57]

Pyrénées Orientales, Cévennes,
Limousin and Périgord (F)

285 shoots taken
from 37 stands

Observation at the base of the
logs

42 – [18]

Aude, Aveyron, Hérault, Lot,
Tarn, Tarn and Garonne (F)

156 shoots taken
from 6 regions

Observation at the base of the
logs

39 – [18]

Piemonte (I) 45 shoots taken from
3 stands (15 shoots
each)

Observation on 5 cm thick disks
taken at different heights,
starting from the base of the logs

53 53 [19]

Piemonte (I) 82 shoots taken from
3 regions

Observation on 5 cm thick disks
taken at different heights,
starting from the base of the logs

– 36 [1]

Piemonte (I) 50 shoots taken from
2 regions

Observation on 5 cm thick disks
taken at different heights,
starting from the base of the logs

– 38.5 [10]

Piemonte (I) 0.3 ha coppice stand Observation on 5 cm thick disks
taken from the bases of
300 shoots

– 38 (of shoots)
96 (of standard)

[54]

Toscana, Lazio and Piemonte (I) 35 shoots taken from
4 stands

Observation on 5 cm thick disks
taken at different heights,
starting from the base of the logs

– 40 [4]

Ticino (CH) 0.1 ha coppice stand Observation on 5 cm thick disks
taken from the bases of 93 shoots

54 68 [24]

a Ring shake observed immediately or a few days after the felling of the tree.
b Ring shake observed on dried wood (< 15%).



distinguish ring shaken trees from unshaken ones. It was
also observed that wood strength distribution is not ho-
mogeneous along the radius. Results from various stud-
ies indicate that radial wood strength decreases from the
pith to the bark [32, 53], probably as a result of decreas-
ing specific density from the pith to the bark, which may
be in relationship with the radial wood strength.

4.1.1. Individual tree effect (genetic factors?)

The fact that chestnut wood is extremely weak in
some cases might be primarily due to genetic causes.
Two main observations lead us to suppose that genetic
factors regulate wood strength, and so indirectly ring
shake formation. First, ring shake is not randomly dis-
tributed within a single stand, but is instead concentrated
over several trees (stools) that are particularly prone to
this defect. Second, fracture tests performed with differ-
ent trees grown in the same stand revealed that strength is
principally an intrinsic characteristic of the individual
[20, 51]. In particular, it is common for all the shoots of
the same coppice stump to behave in the same way [25,
54]. These observations suggest that a link exists be-
tween genetic factors and ring shake formation. This hy-
pothesis is supported, although not proven, by results
from various studies aiming to establish a link between
radial strength and genetic factors [30–32, 63].

4.1.2. Soil effect?

It has been observed that radial strength is lower in
those stands where the soil is particularly poor in calcium
and other cations [63]. In fact, it is claimed that the bind-
ing capacity of calcium cations can strengthen the middle
lamellas, as described by the “egg-box model” developed
by Grant et al. [37]. Several studies have been performed

to clarify the relationship between calcium contents in
the soil and in trees, with a special regard to ring shake in-
cidence [33, 34, 49, 50, 59, 63, 66, 67]. The results ob-
tained indicate a link between very low calcium contents
and ring shake incidence, yet without providing the evi-
dence for a direct relationship between them. We must
also underline that as a species, chestnut is known to be
intolerant of calcareous soils: it is possible that the prob-
lem is due to difficulties in calcium absorption, rather
than the absolute amount of calcium.

4.2. The stresses in wood

Apart from the external and temporary stresses that
may act on trees and installed wood, such as wind and
snow, three mechanisms could be responsible for the
stresses that cause splitting: the instantaneous release of
certain growth stresses as a result of tree-felling, stem-
crosscutting and log-sawing [5, 47]; the additional re-
lieving of stresses that is observed when wood is heated
(hygrothermal recovery) [38, 40, 45, 46]; and the stresses
generated as a consequence of anisotropical shrinkage of
wood. Both instantaneous stress release and hygrothermal
recovery seem to be related to the rheological conditions
of wood cell maturation and of morphological tree
growth [39, 64], while drying stress originates in the
moisture change process in wood and is linked to the dry-
ing process parameters.

4.2.1. Growth stresses

The term “growth stress” refers to the distribution of
mechanical stresses that develop in stems as the tree
grows in diameter and height. This is the result of the su-
perposition of support stresses and maturation stresses
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Table II. Ring shake-relevant characteristics of chestnut wood

Direction E-modulus

[MPa]

σstrength

[MPa]

Instantaneous deformations
on stem surface

[%]

Hygrothermal deformations

[%]

Drying deformations

[%]

Longitudinal – – –0.095a ±0.1 –0.33

Tangential – – 0.110b From 0.4 to 0.6 –8.08

Radial 1400–2400× 100 7–16× 100 –0.059b –0.1 –3.44

Source [51] [51] a [63]
b [43]

[9, 38, 42] [51]



[27, 28]. Support stresses are caused by the self weight
supported by the tree; their distribution in the stem de-
pends heavily on the historical evolution of the tree-load-
ing and on the existing geometrical and architectural
situation [27] and are difficult to estimate. More relevant
to the formation of ring shake are maturation stresses.
This kind of stress arises during the maturation of new
cells. Just after differentiation, as cells mature, they are
subjected to bio-mechanical transformations that occur
at the S2 cell wall level [7, 13]. As a result, cells tend to
modify their dimensions and generate stresses in wood.
Several authors have proposed models describing the
distribution of maturation stresses within the stem [5, 6,
26, 28, 47]. Using these models, Thibaut et al. [63] gave a
qualitative illustration of how longitudinal, tangential
and radial stresses are distributed in the stem (figure 2).
Near the bark there is longitudinal tension, tangential
compression and no radial stress, while near the pith
there should be a high level of longitudinal compression
and both radial and tangential tension. Wood is mostly
prone to break in tangential or radial tension. So end
splitting linked to growth stress relief must occur near the
pith [47] and should take the form of radial cracks. This is
the case even in chestnut for which has always had at

least a small crack running from the pith outwards [57].
This also suggests that no ring shake should occur near
the bark, as was observed [11]. After the first small radial
crack occurs, stress distribution inside the log is changed
and maximum radial stress is then located between the
end of the crack extension and the middle of the radius [9,
38]. This probably explains the numerous observations
of ring shake distribution along the radius cited before.

Chestnut coppice shoots reveal longitudinal surface
strain stress values (table II) similar to other broad-
leaved species like beech, eucalyptus and poplar [29]. No
substantial interregional differences in measured stress
have been observed and coppice management does not
seem to favour higher values except for at the base of
curved trunks [63]. In symmetrical stools in fact, longitu-
dinal deformation is usually constant along the circum-
ference of the shoots, the value being characteristic of
each single [65]. Some stools however displayed stem’s
sector with longitudinal deformation 5 times greater than
the “standard” values [21, 29, 65]. This phenomenon co-
mes back to the heterogeneous distribution of reaction
wood, which possesses a particularly high maturation
stress, in the stem. The same authors also observed that
sectors characterised by small annual rings have a lower
longitudinal surface deformation value than sectors with
large annual rings. Although differences were observed
between trees, no clear relationship between high longi-
tudinal surface strain and ring shake occurrence was
found. The same statement is also true for the transverse
stresses measured on the same sample of trees [63, 65].

4.2.2. Hygrothermal recovery

Locked strains in trees are partially released by cut-
ting specimens from the tree, and more completely
through hygrothermal recovery, by boiling them in a
green state, so as to exceed the softening point of lignin
[39, 45, 46]. Hygrothermal recovery evidences the effect
of the transverse strains [42] (table II). As a result
hygrothermal recovery causes the further growth or new
development of either radial cracks in some trees or of
ring shakes in others [57, 63]. This indirectly proves that
residual stresses that are distributed like growth stresses
are prone to develop ring shake and that there are two
populations of logs: those that extend heart checks with-
out ring shakes and those that extend ring shakes leaving
the first heart shakes at their low extension.
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Figure 2.Transverse growth stresses at log ends before [42] and
after crosscutting, and after the appearance of small heart
cracks. The model assumes an axisymmetric, homogeneous and
transversally isotropic log, constant maturation stress (Kübler’s
model [47]) and the heart cracks are made equivalent to a central
hole [40] (here 5% of log diameter).



4.2.3. Drying stresses

During drying, timber moisture content decreases
from a very high level to a relatively low level. When the
bounded water of the cell walls is removed too, wood
volume begins to change an anisotropically, thereby gen-
erating drying stresses. Compared to other similar spe-
cies, chestnut wood does not display any anomalous
shrinkage (table II) or unusual microfibril angle [62],
which might justify its high occurrence of ring shake. In
his study, however, Leban [51] observed that within the
same radial section, ring shaken annual rings display a
double radial shrinkage compared to the mean radial
shrinkage of the whole radius. In addition, tangential
shrinkage was always found to be higher in the annual
ring preceding the ring shaken one. Fioravanti [23] also
noticed different shrinkage in wood: he observed that
there is a different longitudinal shrinkage in the early-
wood and latewood areas of the same annual ring. This
gradient was particularly pronounced in rings character-
ised by a small annual increment surrounded by larger
rings. All these observations lead us to assume that the
structure of the single annual ring may influence local
shrinkage and consequently could further favour the de-
velopment of ring shake in specific annual rings.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The phenomenon of ring shake appears with a high
level of variability, making comprehension of the pro-
cess leading to ring shake a hard task. However, by com-
bining consistent results from different studies, we are
able to draw up a possible scenario for ring shake forma-
tion. The key elements are radial wood strength and
wood stresses. From a mechanical point of view, the
mechanism that induces ring shake is simple: tangential
separation occurs if radial wood strength is weaker than
the wood stress acting in that direction. It is more diffi-
cult to prove where and when this condition is achieved.
Both those elements are regulated by several factors as
described infigure 3.

It has been known for a long time that traumatic ring
shake is trauma-related in origin and that this type of
fracture is not the most important facet of the chestnut
ring shake problem because we know causes and possi-
ble remedies [18]. The situation with healthy-type ring
shake is more problematic, however. On the basis of what
we have described above, we can assert that the phenome-
non of healthy ring shake in chestnut is principally linked

to the weak wood strength of this species. It is striking
that chestnut wood tends to develop tangential splits
while most of the other wood species form radial frac-
tures. This particular behaviour of chestnut wood and the
fact that it is the wood most commonly affected by ring
shake suggest that in the radial direction this type of tim-
ber might be particularly weak compared to other spe-
cies. Ferrand [22] hypothesised that this weakness might
be brought back to the singularities in the structure of
chestnut wood (figure 4). Two features in particular are
characteristic of chestnut wood anatomy. It displays a
ring-porous wood structure, in which the earlywood ves-
sels are distinctly larger than the latewood ones, generat-
ing a soft zone rich in cavities and a very distinct and
homogeneous interface between successive rings. Sec-
ond, being of monoseriate type, radial rays that act as ra-
dial reinforcing fibres [2, 3, 8, 14, 44, 55, 56] can only
partially fulfil this function in chestnut wood. Thus, it is
easy for tangential cracks to propagate. In contrast, the
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Figure 3.Diagram of ring shake formation process. The key ele-
ments in ring shake formation are radial wood strength (σstrength)
and wood stresses(σstresses). Radial wood strength results from the
interaction between the anatomical, chemical and physical char-
acteristics of wood, which are determined by genetic constitu-
tion, tree environment and tree history. The same is true as for
wood stresses. In addition, wood stresses depend on the stage of
wood processing, whereby stresses can be relieved (growth
stresses) or newly generated (hygrothermal recovery and drying
stresses). We draw attention to the fact that wood properties
change in the stem as trees grow in size and height, thereby estab-
lishing a dynamic and complex relationship between the afore-
mentioned elements playing a role in the development of ring
shake.



radial cracks that usually form along radial rays have to
cross both the soft earlywood and the rigid latewood
zones, which offer resistance to fracture propagation.
Depending on the balance between radial and tangential
strength, will it develop either ring shake or radial cracks.
Using the results of studies conducted to date, it is possi-
ble to suggest that genetic constitution and soil nutrient
content are key determinants of a tree’s susceptibility to
ring shake and thus determine whether it will tend to
form radial cracks or ring shake. But it is not yet quite
clear what links exist between genetics or nutrients and
chestnut wood microstructure, both at the cellular level
(geometry of vessels, fibres or rays for example) and at
the cellular wall level (compound middle lamella archi-
tecture) that could explain this susceptibility to ring
shake. At all events, ring shake will also occur mainly
where stresses are worse for this kind of rupture. This ex-
plains the higher probability of ring shake near the inner
third of the stem radius and at the bottom of the felled
stem (felling stresses, and first stress recovery in cross-
cutting). It is probably also the reason why there is a cor-
relation between irregular diametric growth (i.e. high

heterogeneity in ring width) and ring shake occurrence.
This should lead to high levels of local stress linked to
heterogeneity in maturation stresses combined with local
changes of wood properties (shrinkage for example),
both just after harvesting, or during wood processing.
There is also evidence that the older a chestnut tree is, the
higher the probability of ring shake occurrence will be. It
is not quite clear if this is a consequence of ageing on
wood strength, of dimension on growth stress distribu-
tion or simply a mechanical effect of the growing proba-
bility of irregular growth with passing time, where
occasional very dry or cold seasons are responsible for
narrow rings.

Considering the aforementioned aspects, and in order
to limit the follow-on damage of ring shake, the follow-
ing could be taken into account wherever quality chest-
nut wood (with a lower risk of ring shake) has to be
produced. There are three points in the wood production
process where decision can be made that affect the likeli-
hood of ring shake. The first has to be made when select-
ing a site. Although chestnut does not like calcareous
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Figure 4.Structure of chestnut wood. Electronic scanning microscope image. Characteristic of chestnut wood are the ring porous wood
structure with large earlywood vessels and the thin monoseriate radial rays.



soils, it is better to grow chestnut trees on fertile soils
where, in particular, there is enough free calcium. Not
only because calcium may reduce the risk of ring shake,
but also because a fast and regular growth helps to reduce
the risk of ring shake. Coppice stands are to be preferred
to high forest because of the short rotation time, but ac-
tive silviculture is required in order to maintain regular
growth and an equilibrated tree shape. The second deci-
sion affects individual trees, and involves recognising
their genetic constitution as regards radial wood strength
so as to eliminate the trees that are prone to ring shake. At
present, there are two possible techniques that might
help, but both need improvement. The first one is mea-
suring radial strength on wood samples taken directly
from the standing trees, e.g. using Fractometer [36] tests.
The second method is measuring the radial propagation
of ultrasound waves in the stem [35]; there seems to be
some relationship between radial wave propagation and
the occurrence of ring shake. The third decision is made
when the tree is felled. Depending on the kind of frac-
tures observed at the basis of the stem (ring shake or ra-
dial crack), it is possible to make a further selection and
decide on the further industrial use of the wood. While
these measures do not completely exclude the possibility
of ring shake, they certainly minimise both the risk and
the consequences of ring shake.

6. FUTURE PROSPECTS

As we have seen, some aspects of the whole mecha-
nism have yet to be explained and certain relationships
have not yet been completely demonstrated. Below we
have listed certain points that merit further investigation
in order to obtain a better picture of the complex phenom-
enon that is ring shake:

– different features of ring shake have been recognised.
It is likely that the mechanism that leads to each frac-
ture feature has a different origin. A detailed descrip-
tion of this aspect may help in comprehending the
mechanism that causes breaking, in particular the type
of stress that is principally involved in the develop-
ment of the fracture as well as the characteristics of the
broken material;

– the structure of chestnut wood is conducive to weak
wood strength. A better understanding of the relation-
ships between ring shake incidence, anatomical and
mechanical wood characteristics and the influence of

factors such as genetic constitution and soil may help
us better evaluate the risk of ring shake;

– irregularity in chestnut wood seems to influence ring
shake. A better description of this effect on wood prop-
erties and stresses is needed and should be further in-
vestigated. An understanding of irregularity could be
beneficial in developing silvicultural model contribut-
ing to minimise the risk of ring shake development.
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